
Vadim Andreev
A young, rugged Human explosives expert who dreams of space (5d6)

HOMELAND Arctic
-------------------------------
CAREERS 
Farmhand (12 yrs)
2 x Miner (7 yrs)
2 x Explosives Expert (5 yrs)
-------------------------------
AGE 24

Biography
Having worked in the largest diamond mine on Earth, the Yubileyny diamond mine in his native 
Russia, Vadim Andreev got to know a lot about mining, diamonds and explosives. But it wasn’t 
only the underground that held Vadim’s heart and imagination, but what was far above it too. 
Space, planets, moons, asteroids… he longed to be able to go to the stars and uncover the vast 
reserves of mineral wealth unbeknownst to man. When the call went out from the Chen Zua 
Corporation for prospectors to mine an asteroid belt Vadim signed up. Within four months he 
was on his way up in the darkness of space for the first time… and he’s not looked back since. 
Now, after ten years of helping mine asteroids, he’s ready for a new challenge and signed up to 
another of the Chen Zua Corporations projects… the continued terraforming and exploration 
for minerals on a moon called Lethe, orbiting Melinos in the Beta Trianguli Australis system.

Attributes

Movement

Attacks Defenses

Skills
survival  1 (1d6)
farming  1 (1d6) 
mining  2 (1d6)
carousing  1 (1d6) 
dodging  1 (1d6)
explosives  2 (2d6)
perception  1 (1d6)
electronics  1 (1d6)

WEAPON ATTACK DAMAGE RANGE NOTES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Brawling 3d6 1d6+3 blunt –– ––
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Frag grenade 4d6 3d6 heat 3 burst 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------

MELEE DEFENSE  15
RANGED DEFENSE  11
MENTAL DEFENSE  11
VITAL DEFENSE  11

Gear
5 x frag grenade
engineering toolbox
leather jacket
100cr

HEALTH 24
SOAK 2 (leather jacket); 5 vs poison
VULN none
IMMUNE none

Young. Once per day Vadim can declare a 
dice pool to be an exploding dice pool.

Rugged. Once per day, Vadim can rest for a 
full round and recover 12 HEALTH.

Enduring. Vadim gets +1 to any d6 rolls to 
shake off conditions.

Dreamer. Once per day, Vadim can spend five 
minutes daydreaming about the stars; this 
recharges his 3d6 LUC pool.

Darksight. From years spent underground, 
Vadim can see in the dark to a distance of 
30 feet.

Toxic Gases. Mining has its perils; Vadim has 
breathed in so many toxic gases that he has 
developed an natural SOAK 5 vs poison.

SPEED 5     CLIMB 3     JUMP 10'/6'

STR

6
(3d6)

AGI

5
(2d6)

END

8
(3d6)

INT

6
(3d6)

LOG

6
(3d6)

WIL

6
(3d6)

CHA

3
(2d6)

LUC

9
(3d6)

REP

0
(0d6)

Exploits and Traits
Boom-Boom! When Vadim uses an explosive 

of any kind, it does +1d6 damage (this bonus 
is included already in his grenade attack 
stats, above).

Home-Cooking. Vadim can make an explosive 
by spending five minutes and using various 
ingredients from his surroundings. The 
explosive does 2d6 damage (3d6 damage 
including his Boom-Boom! exploit) in a 
Burst 1 area.

Aim. Vadim can spend one action aiming to 
gain +1d6 to a subsequent ranged attack.

Lucky Escape. Once per day Vadim can 
completely avoid all damage from one attack.¢

INITIATIVE 3d6     PERCEPTION 4d6     CARRY 160lb (max lift 300lb)   REACH 5-ft       ACTIONS 2


